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Students to TaDabassee: 'We're off our duffs'
by Sandra Pedicini

state's university system. The
rally was the ·last chance for
legislators to hear students'
Dedicated UCF students voices before voting.
rose before 5 a.m. Tuesday to
Buses took 142 students
endure a five -houT-bu.s ride to from UCFtotherally. Student
the state's capital in an effort. Body President Jason DiBona
·t o sway legislators to fund edu- was disappointed with· the
cation r esponsibly.
number. He had originally set
Legislators are scheduled to a goal of500 students and then
vote Thursday on Gov. Lawton lowered it to 300.
Chiles' "reality budget," which
Two hundred and twenty stucut s $44.8 million from the dents had signed up to attend
STAFF REPORTER

•

•
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the rally. .
"I think they probably woke
up at 4 a.m. and said, 'Forget
this,"' DiBona said.
SG Publi.c Relations Director
Chris Marlin said more UCF
students would have probably
attended the rally if the faculty
had been more cooperative in
convincing students to go.
Even still, UCF sent the
most students to the rally with
the exception of Florida State

University and Florida A&M
University, which are both in
Tallahassee.
The students met at the Leon
County Civic Center where they
donned shirts bearing the slogan "We're Off Our Duffs."
Members of the Florida StudentAssociation got their inspiration for the T -:-shirts from last
year's student rally in which
Chiles -came out and told students to "get off your duffs" and

do something about problems in
the education system.
After listening to instructions
from FSA members, students
marched to the capitol, chanting ''No more cuts."
Once at the capitol, student
body presidents and FSA members gave angry speeches aimed
at state government.
''We're here to ask our legisSG continued page 3

Parking relief within sight
Lot switch may give ·more students a parking space
by Ann Sikes

The oommittee had invited representatives from both the education and art
departments to attend the meeting FriStudents just might be breathing day. According to Wayson, the art deeasier in the upcoming months when it
·PaTtmenthad been the initiators of the
comes to on-campus parking.
meeting, although no representative
During a meeting Friday, the parking
was present.
and traffic comriiittee began discussions on
Mary Ann Lynn, associthe possibility of switchlng ~~~~~~~~~
ate dean of the College of
lots G3 and G5. L<>t G5, near
Education, did attend the
"The last thing I
the new Arts Complex, is
meeting. She questioned
would want is ...
- presentlydesignatedforstuthe motives behind the
dent parking and accommostudents getting a possible changes and said
dates 159 cars. L<>t G3, lothere would_be a general
lot of tickets."
cated behind the Education
disagreement on behalf of
Building, is restricted to fac: Roger Wayson
her 4epartment concemulty and st.aff and provides
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
ing the changes until fur332 spaces.
ther informatiori could be
Committee Chairprovided. Lynn did, however, suggest
man Dr. Roger Wayson explained the usage of colored lines on the pave- ·
that lot G3 has been underutilized ment to section off spaces for the faculty
for some time by the faculty and and staff, creating a mixed lot for stustaff and would be more beneficial dents and faculty.
'
for student usage.
"I know that if I am here to repre.~ent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The under-used faculty/staff lot G3 may be changed to a student lot,
increasing the number of student parking spaces. cchar1es K. MorrowtFUT!JRE)
the faculty and the people in (the Education) Building, we would prefer to see it
(G3) left as it is, with designated faculty
spots to take care of the faculty that are
there and see it used as a mixed lot,"
Lynn said.
Wayson then explained that faculty
and staff would still more than likely

lose their spots to students because
students seem to have a tendency to
ignore colored lines marking off restricted areas.
''The last thing I would want is to have
students getting a lot of tickets," he said.
PARKING continued page 4

EPCOTwithoutadmission;
UCF has cultural diversity .
by Mickie Matriciani
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FREE ART
Hillary Lucas, Ericka Newsome, Kelvin Bowes and Keith Shenrer paint a '1reedom
circle" Tuesday in honor of Slack History Month. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTU RE)

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

Students with remote cultural backgrounds create a "mini
EPCOT' environment on the
UCF campus, SG's cultural affairs advocate said.
"Various eth~c, religious and
national groups are important
because they allow students to
explore who they are and express themselves more fully,"
Terri Francis said.
According to the UCF Student
Data Course File, 1,447 full-time
students were enrolled in the 1991
fall term. Ofthese, 138 were Asian,
110 were black, 210 were Hispanic, 4 were Indian or Alaskan,
16wereintemati.onalstudent.sand
969 were white.

''UCF is planning to recruit
more minorities in the future,"
Francis said. 'There is no reason
that an intelligent, talented black,
Hispanic oi: member of any other
ethnic group should be denied the
right to take advantage of what
UCF has to offer."
''We almost doubled our minority undergraduate enrollment from '91 to '92," said Interim President Dr. Robert
Bryan. He said that this was
accomplished through special
programs, recruiting efforts
and the availability of special
scholarships.
''We're going to keep trying to
improve our minority numbers
here and I know we're going to
DIVERSITY continued page 5
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FEBRUARY
Tue

Wect

Thu

Fri

Sat

FIT@ UCF

1PM

TELE·
CONFERENCE
Gay & Lesbian
Issues SAC

Want to get
involved with the
COOL Conference?
Call x2611

MOVIE:
Robin Hood:
Prince of
Thieves
6:30 & 9pm
SAC

1:30pm

·"Cultural ExploBANDS:
sion" featuring
Tick Tick Tock Ruth King
& The Same
11am-lpm SC
8:30 pm SCA
Green

Dodge Rockln'
Campus Bash
6:30 pm SCA

MOVIE:
Animal House
8pm SAC

•
•

GRE Test

BASEBALL:

•

- Registration
deadline for
Student
Showcase ·
x2611 for info

Camping &
Boating Trip
on the Wekiva
River
Feb. 8-9

Valentine's
Day

MOVIE:
E.T.
1 & 3 pm
SAC

•
•

l

•

I

•

•

MOVIE:
City Slickers
6:30 & 9pm
SAC

Want the facts?
Call the CAB
Hotline!
823·4UCF

COMEDY:
Carrot Top
9 pm
SCA

Want to get
involved?
Join CAB!
X2611

Lincoln's
Birthday

•

•
CLAST Test

•

BASEBALL:
Rollins @ UCF

1PM
MOVIE:
House Party 2
6:30 & 9pm
SAC

•

Washington's
Birthday
observed

MOVIE:
School Da1e
8pm SCA

ri~~-CAB::::
.5.l~

UNMiRSllYOFCBNiltAL FU>RJDA

C..1'11Amlln11 lw1

WOMEN'S
GOLF
UCF Invitational
Feb 11-13

THEATRE:

..

''The Colored
Museum"
Quest Theatre
8 pm SCA

•

•

FIU@ UCF

1PM
MOVIE:
Pink Floyd: The
Wall ·
6:30 & 9pm
SAC

•

Want to get
involved with the
COOL Conference?
Call x2611

BASEBALL:

Want the facts?
Call the CAB
Hotline!
823-4UCF

~

~

MUSIC:
Jane Powell
8 pm SCA

•
MOVIE:
Risky Business
8pm
SAC

WITHDRAWAL
DEADLINE

BASEBALL:
Vanderbilt

•

@UCF

1PM

•

•

I

I

',

.

,.
I

I

I
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Athletes face tougher demands
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•

..

ANAHETh1,Calif.- Academic
eligibility standards for freshman
athletes will be even tougher beginningin 1995. The change is one
ofmany approved by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association at
its 1992 annual convention.
The new academic requirement
involves increasing an incoming
student athlete's minimum grad
point average to 2.5 in 13 core
curriculum courses and establish- ing a sliding scale that balances a
student's standardized test scores
with his or her grade average.
For example, the scale would
allow an athlete with a 2.0 to
compete if he or she scored a
minimum of 900 on the SAT of
21 on the ACT. If the student
has less than a2.0 grade point of
scores less than 700 on the SAT of·
17 ontheACT,heofshewouldnot
be eligible to play sports.
Previously, Proposition 48

stated that athletes must have a smaller Division I schools. And,
minimum 700on the SATof18 on the full NCAA µiembership
theACTwithaminimum2.0grade agreed to officially oppose a fedpointin llcorecurriculumcourses. eral mandated written into
No sliding scale existed.
pending Higher Education
Coaches of the Big East Con- Reauthorization Act that reference had the most vocal op- -quires the public disclosure- of
position to the new rule, prima- athletics-related revenue an
rily because ofa continued com- expenditures at schools..At the
plaint against using standard- close of the convention, most
ized test scores as an eligibility said they were satisfied with
cut-off device.
the outcome.
The NCAA President's Com"The 1992-NCCA convention
mission drafted the newly ap- has proved to be one of the most
proved academic package.
significant in recent memory,"
"About six years ago when Qreed Black, ofthe Knight Founpropositions 48 and 42 were ap- d a ti on
Commission
on
proved, it was the beginning of Intercollegiate Athletics, said in
academic reform (in the NCAA)," a prepared statement.
says Rick Evrard, director -of
"The reforms approved ...
legislative services at the NCAA. demonstrated the renewed com''This is just a continuation. 1'
mitment of university presiOther propositions approved dents and athletic administraat the-NCAAconventioninclude: tors to the integrity of
The NCAA voted against a intercollegiate sports and to the
measure to create a new football academic well-being of the studivision, Division .I-AAA, for dent-athlete.

SG
FROM PAGE 1
-

lators not to cut an additional $50 million from what
they've cut previously," said student regent Tim
Serio. ''We're asking them to do the right thing, not
what's politically expedient."
Some of the speakers were a little more blunt.
DiBona said that certain legislators may vote to
cut a great deal of money from education.
If they do, "then I say this year in November, we
find new legislators," he told a cheering crowd.
When Chiles came out to meet the studenti?, he
told them his investment budget, an alternative to
the reality budget that calls form ore than $2 million
in revenue and would provide students with the
education funds they need.
.
"What I need is for all of you to talk to people
about it," he said.
After the rally in front of the capital, students
split up by groups according to the counties that
they are from to speak to legislators. Studentswent
to _v isit various legislators but were disappointed to
find many of them were not in their offices.
But some, like Representative Tom Feeney and
Representative Daniel Webster,_took time out to
discuss problems with students.
Many ofthe senators had the same message: they
were sympathetic to students' problems, but most of
their constituents do not want to see a budget with
any new taxes. And if people aren't willing to pay

taxes, that means funds will be cut.
Trinston Sanders, FSA director of student
lobbying, led students from Orange County.
''The greatest thing about this, we intimidate them by numbers," she said.
Some SG members later .said they disagree with FSA's aggressive lobbying tactics.
''That's not the way we personally like to do
things," said SG Director of Legislative Ar.fairs Tom Leek. He said that UCF lobbyists
prefer a friendlier approach to lobbying.
''I think we made a big impact," said UCF
student Jim Gunshanan. ''Once the legislators
see there really are a lot ofstudents out there that
care about it, they'll change their minds."
Others weren't so sure. ''The way they were talking, -it was like
they already had their minds made up,"Michelle Morales, UCF student, said.
''I had this hypothesis at the beginning, and of
course, it came true-only the people that support us are goingto be there," said SG attorney
general Bob Cherry. 'They made themselves
conscienciously absent It's amazing how someone can be out to lunch for two hours."
Leek sai_d that he thinks the reality budget
willgothrough. Butevenifitdoes,hesaid, the
rally won't be a waste of students' time. The
rally will keep students' concerns in the minds
oflegisfators throughout their terms, he said.
"The emphasis of a rally is to change the
public's perception," he said.

CANCELLED EVENT
Joseph Heller will not speak -at UCF Monday because
he ruptured a disk in his bac~. (Courtesy 1ENGL1sH DEPT.)

Award sotmds note.at UCF
by- Mary Grant
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Florida Music Educators
Association presented UCF professor Dr. Mary Palmer with
the 25-Year Service Award at
its annual clinic-conventionJan
8-11.
The association is a state pro:
fessional organization that has
given musical instructors and
students encouragement for
more than 50 years. According
to FMEA News, this year's conference involved 1,800 students
in orchestras, bands and choirs.
More than 5,500 participants
attended the event.
Recipients ofthe 25-Year Service Award must have been
music educators for 25 years or
more and outstanding service

members of the association.
Palmer has taught at UCF
for 22 years and before .that, at
public schools in Illinois and
Iowa. She is the president of the
association and the president
elect of the Southern Division.
Among her many duties with
the association, judging competitions and participating in all.state clinics, she still makes time
to lecture and travel extensively
to educate other teachers in
workshops.
"I love music and children
and this [profession] gives me
the opportunity to bring the two
together," she said.
Palmer said she believes the
advantage of this award is recognition because many teachers leave the profession after
three to seven years.
-
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PARKING
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FROM PAGE 1
Committee member Richard
Turkiewicz added that with the
designation of mixed lots using colored lines comes unnecessary hassles for night students who wouldn't be able to
see the lines in the darkness. ·
''We don't want to get into
an enforcement problem,"
.Turkiewicz said.
Lynn commented that she
thinks "we are at a time
period when we simply try
not to do things that send
messages to the faculty ... I
think it's time to deal with
the enforcement problem."
The general consensus of
the committee members,
however, was to make the
change as simple and cost
effective as possible, limiting the number of man hours
spent on issuing citations.
Voting on the prospective
change has been postponed
until a representative of the
art department is contacted
and allowed an equal contribution to the talks.

UCFstudents Danny Ferris and Russel Nelson play volleyball on the new sand court near the pool. (Charles MorowtFUTURE)

Suppose you
could save more
lives than were
lost in Vietnam,
Korea and
World War II.

UCF SGA represents over 22,000
students attending UCF.

(

•

<.

UCF SGA has a 2.5 million dollar
budget to provide services to enhance Student life.

The Diabetes Research Institute at
the University ofMiami is now creating
what the world has needed.for so long.
One state-of-the art facility where
the finest medical minds and most
advanced technology in diabetes
treatment and research can be
brought together from around the
globe to work together on a scope
and at a pace not possible before.
Diabetes has been waging war
against all of mankind for centuries,
a silent killer claiming lives in every
nation on earth.
But now, with your help, we have a
chance to win this war once and for all.
For' all mankind.
Until we find the cure, we must
share the pain. And the hope.

UCF SGA assists over 150 clubs
and, organizations, such as CAB,
A. A. S. U., and several other
Educational, social, and cultural
clubs .and organizations.

Diabetes

•

'·

Research
Institute
University of Miami
School of Medicine
8600 NW 53rd Terrace
Suite#202
Miami, F1orida 33166
Toll Freel •800•321 •3437 .

Join Our Mission.
Together, We Can
Outlive Diabetes.

SG is your voice in several UCF functions ... get involved!
~

~--<*"K'!I
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT

823-2191

, JASON A. ·0180NA •PRESIDENT• MARK G. OoGOLI • V1cE PRESIDENT

•
.t
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Day, February will be the month place to learn about yourselves
and to become knowledgeable of
of the French," she said.
FROM PAGE 1
February is also Bhir.k Heri- those around you"
succeed," Bryan said.
' tage Month at
·Francis coordinates the cul- UCF. A "cul- l'r?:O./??'
tural activities that occur on tural exp lo- · r::::::::;::;:::::::n::::.::::::::::::;:::
campus. There are 23 clubs sion" will take !'/::::':::.::::::':::::::::::::
and organizations at UCF that place Wednesspecialize in exploring differ- day on the
ent ethnic, national and reli- Green, offering
an opportunity
gious groups.
everyone to
''The purpose of these establishments .is to make students educate themsensitive to cultural diversity. selves about
Students can learn to be more the history,
open minded and globaliy rituals and pastimes of Afriaware,"Francis~aid. 'The members ofStudent Government sin- can -Amer i cerely mean it when we say that cans.
"All students
we are here to serve the students and that we are the spirit should get involved in either
of everyone attending UCF."
Francis is working on a project a religious, culaffiliated with Marriott. "Once tural ?r e~~
.·.: .
<?::r;: . . ,¥~~, . . .. .: .. ·
a month in the Tropical Oasis oFrgam.zatio~d' Terri Francis,SG cultural affairs advocate,
ranc1s sa1 ,
.
.
.
we will recreate the customs of
"College
is
the
promotes
CUiturai
diversity.
(John Rivera/FUTURE)
another country. For Val entine's

CULTURAL

for

EA RED CROSS VOLUNTEER
.,

American ·
Red Cross

!!

·

"THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"

1 MONTH FREE

,-.,

WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH
CARPET; DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL
OF THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:
· • RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
•ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
~ WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS.
AND MOVIES

:t;~!n:d:

•THE ULTIMATE IN
CONVENIENCE

.UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
.

.

12017 SOLON DR • .
ORLANDO, FL
(NEXT TO PIZZA HUf ON ALAFAYA)

I

•n for

I

gitts
with

·free

I
1_

'.B Rl-DAL.S
Bddesmaids, .Mother of the Bride
CENTRALFLO.RIDASWEDDING TRAomoN SINCE 1942.

__..:..;_;..___;___;__ _ _ _ __:;;_:__..:.:_~

I
.
Fashion Square • 898-6122 .
I Altamonte Mall • 339-3131

I purI chase
L _ _J Florida

273-4097

Mall

•

855-7555

RAPE AWARENESS WEEK
ACTIVITIES '92

,.

Monday, February 10

.. ..
.. ..
..... luncheon:· (By invitation only)
Videos: Monday- Friday 8:00am .- 7:30prrd3tiJdent
.... : · t~ti(ln: Naval Training Center Officers Club
Health Cenw..Lobqy..:......:." .......... · ............... :. :...... : .........iirne: 11.;ooam - 1:oopm
Monday - Friday- 12:oop.rn..1: oopm Wild
Spe:aker.; .. Ja:{Friedman
Pizza/Studeht Center
. . · ..
·· .... · .. :., Topic: .... ,~An "hmQyating Approach to Preventing
.....
.... Sexual.\ilo:lence on Campus"
Movie: The Rape of Ri_pha~d Beqk .. -:·"
.
Time: 7:00pm.. ·: ....... .:-. ,.,.. ·
Presentation
Location: Wild Pit'iwStude~l Center
Location: UcF"A.udito~lum\Student Center)
Time: 3:oopm"·A:3opm -..·::.-:
I& Tuesday, F~brua: rv 1t . .
Speaker: Jay Fried.man ·
>
Videos: S:ooim - 7;30 pm Student Health Center
Topic:
"What
Does.Love
.
Have
to Do With It:
.·
.. .
Lobby
....,....
Sexual
Messa.ges
in
the
Media"
1?:OO - fOOpm Wild Pizza/Student Cent~C.:·:Y>.,
Presentation:
Presentation
,.
·.
.
Location; Studen·t Center; Room 214
Time·: 7:oopm
Location: Rollins College, CrumfoefAuditorium
.
Time: 7:30 pm-8:00pm \
.. .
Speaker: .:Sgt. $andra McClendon
i&

Topic: ::

"Cho~e Not Chance"

t=: rt: : ·: f:;: ;: t: : : :'.;·.·;:i:i!:}~\·, Sp~~~~~~ ~~:~~~!;oti~te a Qo~d ·sex Life"

:"'

~ w~~et~ilf:o~:r'.~:~~~~~::v"'

Health

c~Aferllif !:!;!Uf~),;j~foL:~~:~~~ ucF

12:00pm -1 :OOpm Wild Pizza/Student

··:

•

.

O~nter

:::' ·-:..
Activities an the §ree·n ::::.
Location: Stud9,nt Cent.er Green
Time: 1 f;Q.Pan:i - 1:bopm
lnforii)atio.nal bdaths will be set up by
variou~.:off 2~m pus·:·or..ganizations.
•

1&

5

··..·

·=:·

.

.·.

.,.
.: : ·:. ...

t6bby ... :. .,.: . . .:. .

Center

·:....~·. Friday, FebrlJilry 14

12:00pm - 1:OOpm Wiid' Pizzaf:$.tud~nt ..::·. :·: :-.
Center
· :· .: ., ...
.. ::: ..: . .:-::

Learning Centef Roor,TI i-03)
.Time: 7:00pm
.=
...·
Spea~efs:~ _j :::'.Deborah G'affney.'(Vfotim Witness Advice
.. " . ,.. · .. "'Center)
.. ..
.:

Topics: 1. .. H~pe Aw~rerie~s Services in Brevard
.. . / " Couryty . -..:-":.
· :..
2. R~pe l?revention
. .,:~.,: : c~. ildprotection Team

. . . ;. ..

Videos: a:ooam-7:30pm'.StUdent...Health

cdmpus (Cl~ik-Maxwell Lite long

2. Anna Q.6x (CQ6o.a Police Department)
3. Jac19e. Stev.~nsJOhild Protection Team)

·•.•.

Thursday, February · t~ ":·:.,:......

Brevard

..

..

·}_::.:.:V@eos: 8:00am - 7:30pm Student Health Center Lobby
·
12:00pm - 1:OOpm Wild Pizza/Stu9ent Center

There will also be a display in the Library during the month of February
pertaining to the topic of Sexual Assault

For Further details, please contact M. Schaefer atUCF-2701
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•
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Deve~opers

destroy
what Florida needsa stable water table .
Love Your Mother," is a common bumper
sticker. How many folks actually act on
such a principle? OK, some of you recycle, others
'
' drive a car or you don't buy nondisposable
don't
anYthing ... the list goes on. Very few people are
consistent with their behavior. But this is not to
complain about those who claim to be one thing
and do another, rather this is to bring an on-going
problem back into the spotlight. This probiem is
the filling of Florida wetlands (ANY wetlands for
that matter).
Wetlands are those lowlands that have waterladen soil and a habitat unique to the area. Wetlands can range from half an acre to 5;000 square
miles. They are normally calm shallow areas that
appear to be shallow water with a wide variety of_
plant life. There are two broad types of wetlands,
tidal and nontidal. Florida mangroves are· tidal,
while the everglades are nontidal. But this is only
the tip of the information about the wetlands.
Wetlands serve many purposes. They provide a
·habitat for animals exclusive to such areas. Wetlands can stop runoff and flooding because they
have incredible abs·orptionabilities. Wetlands also
filter water. In other words, wetlands can take the
pollutants that we pore into our water and filter
them out. So why do people destroy them?
Peopledevelopoverthewetlands. People dredge up
the water-laden soil and fill it in with cement. According to the deputy administrator ofthe Environmental
ProtectionAgency,JamesABanu~, 75percentofthe
populationwill live within 50 miles of the coast lines
by the mid-'90s. Because ofthis growth America loses
about 300,000 acres of wetlands a year.
What is being done to stop this disgusting loss?
There are many laws prot.ectingthewetlands. These
range from the Rivers andHarbors Act of 1899, which
makes the U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers :re;ponsible
for the protection ofthe wetlands, to the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, which protects the plants and
animals.
.
·But none of these measures have been enough.
What the state is now ~ to ·enforce .is the
concept of Mitigation Banking. Here the government takes a parti8ll.y- degraded wetland and
builds it up. A c0:ril.pany comes to the govem1llent
and says that sinee they .are destroyillg one wetland that they will buy or help to restore a formerly
degraded wetland. The problem With this is the
fact that this doesn't stop the destruction of the
wetlands.
Another aspect ofMi~igation Banking is for the
developer themselves rebuilding or creating a new
wetland. Unfortunately what occurs is little building whether new or old. Too many developers have
.realized the ins and outs of the laws.
How can one stress the importance of one-of-akind habitats and filter systems enough? Florida
needs to realize that wetlands are needed to deal
with the declining water table.
If you see wetlands bemg destroyed, and you
will be~ause Florida has so many, do something.
Tell a loCal environmental society, ifnothing else.
The more negative publicity a building- project
gets, the less likely it is to be continued. Allowing
things to continue only seals the fate of Florida.
.r
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Black History·Month not a black thirig
Jamie Johnson
CAMPUS COMMENTARY

In the midst ofthe wave ofprogress thatplared hope in the ·
hearts ofblack poople who were fared with freedom following
~me 300 years of bondage, a shot rang out in Memphis that

ended Kings life and the progress he brought with him.
Conditions improved int.o the '70s but then the subject ofracial
Here we are, fellow scholars, right in the midst of prejudice in these Unit.eel States was forgotten.
Black History Month with absolutely no idea of the
Also forgotten were African-American people, who were
meaning of black history, the black present or the black suddenly faced with being·~ t.o jump int.o the flow of
future. The United States' inability to live up to th~ a society that had accepted themaslegitimat.emembersonly
"Melting Pot" ideal has never been more painfully evi- through force. Imagine being a black parent attempting t.o
dent than it is today as the African-American population. prepare his or her child t.o go t.o a "whit.e" school for the first _
is faced with the struggle of having to pull an identity time. Getting a job would be even more terrifying as you
from its historic African heritage. This is the only alt.er- would question whether or not t.o try out for a job in the shoe
.native when anyremembranceoftheiridentity as Ameri- st.ore your father had been thrown out of and beat.en forgoing
cans would be far too painful to attempt celebrating.
in just three years earlier.
Whites did not suddenly change their feelings, either.
As the.founding leaders ofthis country att.empt.ed t.o build
a nation of life, liberty and happiness for all people, they Their hatred was simply buried inside and cloaked to
subjected an entire race of people t.o bondage in order t.o avoid det.ection.
Laws were hard enough to change, costing men and
acromplish their task. African-Americans were apparently
left out of this country's definition of all people and endured women like Martin Luther King Jr. their lives, but changing
the hearts ofmen is perhaps the most difficult task. Change
being treated as animals until just 20 years ago.
Linooln's Emancipation Proclamation was not an instimt hasoome slowly as thisrountry'smanycultures have turned
cure-all thatwiped away a culture ofhatred and degradation their backs on e,ach other .
. Whites l,iave continued {)Il in the country and cul-·
but rather the beginning ofa process ofliberation.that is far
from oomplet.ed today. Onoo physical slavery was outlawed, ture they created while other ethnic groups were held
it did not vamsh. When Martin Luther King Jr. began his out of tl,ie picture. Hispanics settle ·in the s~e
marches and demonstration$ in the 1950s; hiS plan was communities as people of their own kind and att.end
simply t.o stand up and act like human beings in public and the same churches while speaking the same languages. Orientals have done the same.
visible manners.
African-Americans have found attempting to melt in
King's ingenuity was to make the day-t.o-day confrontations African-Americans were faced with anytime they so.difficult that they have begun to dig back int.o their
attempt.ed to stand up for themselves visible nationally. Afriran rootsin order to establish the identity they were
The United States was forced to see herself in the mirror robbed of. The most ridiculous development in the· proas she turned on the evening news and watched Ameri- cess has been the rising popularity ofMalcolmX. Malrolm
can men, women and children mauled a,nd muzzled in X arose in King's shadow and began t.o criticize King for
Montgomery, shot and silenced in Selma and beat.en and fighting racism with non-violence.
Maloolm X believed in fighting back against the whites t.o
bombed in Birmingham because their skin color anestablish a black nation, amess3ge which today's black youth
. nulled their humanity.
While the City of Birmingham's whit.e police oomrnis- have embrared. King was oonremed over what he railed this
sioner Bull Connor represented his oountry on national and •"strange dream of a black nation within the larger !J.ation"
A short while before Maloolm X was assassinated, he had
worldwide television coverage by beating silent and peaooful
blacks who simply moved t.o do what any whit.e person in this att.empt.ed t.o go t.o King_and admit to King that non-violenre
ooµntryoould,Americanswere faced with their bigotry, their was the answer. He t.old a blackjownalist at that time that,
double-standards, their ignorance and their violent hatred . 'The sickness and madness ofthose days, rm glad to befroo cf
them rve learned it the hard way- but I've learned it"
for people any different than themselves.
The question remaining is the future, but not t!:ie
What King and the civil rightsmovementacromplishedin
black
future, nor the white future, Hispanic future or
the'50s and '60s was incredible. Thelawsofthis oountrywere
oriental
future. As Americans we must cease in atrewritten in an attempt t.o cleanse away racism of any kind.
tempting
to separate our futures by race. We are one
Institutional racism w:as dealt alethal blow and with the new
laws, African Ametjcans were given ground t.o stand·on in country. United we stand, divided we fall. The walls of
hatred must come down. Now.
prot.esting further injustices.
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Letterman. must have· provided Bush wifu speech writer
Bill Cushing
,

WHAT'S NEXT?
As everyone knows, the biggest game in America

.>

was played during the final week of January.
The only problem is that most ofus think that it was
the Super Bowl that Washington played (and Buffalo
didn't) on Jan. 26. That's close, but no cigar.
Thebiggestgarneinthenationdidinvolve Washington,
D.C., but it was played on the Tuesday night after Super
Bowl Sunday. That was th~ time that President George
Bush gave his St.ate of the Union address.
It's fitting that, just before the broadcast of this
giant shovelful, one of the local stations ·announced
thatBushiscomingtoOrlandotohonorthi~cityasone

of his "Points of Light." After all, only a place where
Mickey Mouse is real could possibly be a fitting setting
for the continuation of this line of manur~.
The State of the Union address is really the cam. paign kick-off since it is never rooted in any kindiof
~ reality but gives the incumbent president the chance to
beginthedribblethatistofollowforthenextyear. This
,

year was no different.
ming throughout the course of his administration.
Bush started by addressing the "distingllished members
. And,.of course, we got to hear George Bush's plan to
ofCongress."Excuseme?Isn'tthisthesamebunchhe'sbeen save us from the wreckage his tenure has put us in.
calling all sorts ofnastynamesforthepast three years?
'Theonlytestofaplanis-Isitsound,andwillitwork?'
And, of course, he began his talk callingfor bi-p~san
The one question he forgot was, "Is there one?"
· action, saying that the ''increased sense of division.. .is not
Naturally, Bush railed against the "demagogues" who
us."Itis,however, verymuchGeorgeBush. Thisistheman oppose his proposed breaks for the fat cats and rich boys
who conducted one ofthe slimie·st, underhanded presiden- that he hangs out with. He insisted that by building new
tial campaigns in recent memory.
structures, the economy will get going again. He seems to
"I relish a good, fair fight," he announced toward the forget that there needs to be someone around who can
· close of his speech.
afford to occupy these newly-built boxes.
He must have had David Letterman's writers helpSome ofhis solutions also included giving first-time
in_g his speechmakers on this one. And there certainly house buyers a $5,000 tax break. Some break, huh?
was a good bit of humor during the course of the Has George priced a new house lately?
evening, including the one about the definition of a
Then he proposed releasing $50 million for transPuritan being someone who lays awake at night know- portation spending, an amount he said could create
ing that somewhere, someone is somehow having a "jobs building bridges, jobs building bridges and jobs
good time.
· .building railway systems."
Isn't that the definition of a Republican?
Strange how close that sounds to the WPA and the
Saying that it was time to "look homeward even more," CCC, ideas ofa former Democratic president, Franklin
an activity Bush hasn't had muGh practice at, the presi- Delano Roosevelt.
dent was, all of a sudden, on the side of children, the
Infact,it'sabithumorousthattheonlypersonBush
unemployed,educatorsandthoseneedingaffordablemedi- quoted during the evening was, in fact, none other than
cal insurance. These are the same groups he's beenjam- FDR.
·

R. K. ·S.

. Sammy Sloth
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STUDENTS SPEAK OUT

"lt ii,!ll hurt him..People wlll quest~n him inore~"

"Yeah. Because of all ·tke Anita Hill-Clarence
· Thomas allefia,t~~ Jhe public ·is ~ore aware of
these issues. Jt definitelynurt Thomas, siJ maybe .
the Democrats will .have .to rewe(gh th£ candi'1,ates."
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- David Turner
limnol,ogy

- Julie Winter
liberal studies

"Yeah... it should hurt his chances. George Bush
in '92!"

"I don't know. I think. it will do more harm than
good, though."

-David Lane
UCF graduate in econ /business

- ~bbie Clinto
psychowgy

Phone in answer:
"I don't think it will hurt his chances
of winning because he didn't have a
chance in the first place."

.

- Ellen Gibosky
musk ·

This week's question:

.

What should the United States do with
the Haitians who co1ne here for safety?
~

1

•

Call The Central Florida Future's hotline 'With your view at 823-3956
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON
My-Tie Social Friday night, get ready
AMI KA AXA! Great season Sig-Ep
soccer. MeetingThursday5:30athouse;
SIG-EP Softball Tourney Feb. 8&9 call
Drew@ 382-0044 for info. Hey ladies,
Queen of Hearts is nextweek. Get Ready!
SIG-EP

GREEK CORNER
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Congratulations to all of our new Pledges!
Don't forget Happy Hour at All Pro6:00pm. Can't wait for Pledge Retreat
Saturday. Brothers, Good Luck in Basketball Tournament!

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
CongratulationstoournewestTKEmembers!! Beware, you still have a lot to
learn ... OK- TKE Softball _Tourney is
here, Feb 15& 16 All organizations invited to sigh up - call Frank at 273-8445.
THE POWDER PUFF is almosthere!All
sororities will be assigned a coach!! Get
readygirls, thiswillbeablast!!! ... Thinking
Greek-Go TEKE!! 2B1-JustAsk1 We•U

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Hey Eric, did you enjoy your HOGGINDOGGS this weekend? Also watch out
for runway zero-six- niner. Bo says-just
DO IT! Get ready for the wild west Fri ..@
the A TQ Coral.

~

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Brothers let us help our fraternity by
helping our Pledges. They are our future. Pledges take part in everything and
reap the rewards of Brotherhood. Regional meeting Sunday.

CLUB INFO

DELTAGAMMA
Hey Sig Ep -We're ready for Queen of
•'s .. ~rs save those quarters! Hayride
tomorrow night. Soccer Game today. Af"
Keep it up. Greek Week is coming. Af''s
save those cans!!

AA MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
12-1 PM STUDENT CENTER RM 211

ATTENTION: Please DO NOT PLACE
ANY ADVERTISEMENTS OR FLYERS
ON THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
NEWSPAPER STANDS!!! If anyone's
DELTA TAU DELTA
ad or flyer is found anywhere on the
Top 10 Reasons ~T~ is
·stands, you will be notified only ONCE
environmentally friendly.. .
_
and then charged and billed for the full
1) We don't throw away cans, we use
page ad rate - $420!!!
them as decorative planters.
2) We use only cloth diapers for our
We're looking for a top fraternity, sororday care service
ity, or student organization that would
3) We collect rainwater for our bathing
like to earn $500-$1500 for one week
and cooking needs.
on-campus marketing project. Must be
4) Our house is made of land-fill.
organized and hard working. Call Lee at
5) We collect&recycle all our condoms.
(800)592-2121 ext 115.
6) Instead of burning our homecoming
float, we buried it, hoping to replenish
Non Denominational Bible Study held
the forests of the world.
every Tuesday Night from 9:30pm7) Our all-you-can drink highway clean10:30pm in the Education Bldg. Rm119
up projects draw big crowds.
"All are Welcome"
8) Instead of throwing away fast-food
containers, we promptly eat them.
S.W.A.T.
9) We often voyage at to sea with
Alanon meets on Wednesdays at noon
Greenpeace to protect innocent dolin the Health Resource Center· classphins from heartless Japanese sailors.
room . If a friend or family'member has
10) With a little cheeze whiz, grass clipan alcohol/drug problem-these meetings
ping are del!cious.
can help. Join Us! x5841
KAPPA SIGMA
A.E.K. ~.B
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Hey ~<I>E, ~. & Mn , We can'twait to
party with you on Friday! Campout is
Sat! Definitely the most fun you will have
outdoors this Spring . Maps are in the
Cafe. Be there!!
·

.,

PHI GAMMA DELTA
Congrats to our pledg.es. Happy Belated
Andre. Don't forget Volleyball every Sat.
We didn't need those letters anyway.
Hey Frazier (1 out of 1) way to go. FIJI
Soccer is awesome! FIJI B-ball Mon .
6:30. Good luck at Regional Academy
guys. Phi Gamma Delta-FIJI two good
names for one great fraternity! Phi
Gamms are _growing strong in '92
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Brothers, Get ready for this weekend at
F.l.T. itwill be a blast. Congratulations to
the new ple9ge officers. The brothers
are SURE you will do a fine job. Founder's
Day is coming. PIKE is it...as usual.

l.

ROOMMATES

Female N/S Roommate needed to share
Woodlands Apt. Private bed & bath $245/
mo. Call 823-9904

ROOMMATE WANTED MALE NONSMOKER 6mi from UCF Must be clean
and responsible own BR & Bath $265/
mo. plus util. Avail immediately 3815208
Roommate Wanted ASAP! No Deposit
Female NS Sutton Place Apts Share 2/
2 Master . Bdrm w/own bath W/D
$213+ 1/3 util. Call 678-6285
M/F Nonsmoker for 3/2 Apt 6 mi from
Campus Avail Feb 13$189mo+ 1/3, util
Own Room Apt overlooks LAKE
657-9837

HELP WANTED

c

I

M/F Roommate Needed Today! 2Br,
28th Townhouse only $217/month plus
utilities CALL after 4pm 658-1881

FOR RENT
In Nice 3/2 House in Alafaya Woods
Fenced Yard/Washer/Dryer/by Park lmm~diate Occupancy-Joan 365-1006
Duplex for Rent 2bd/2ba w/ Washer &
Dryer Close tp UCF $435 per month
Contact 380-641 O or 679-0698
MOVE IN SP~CIAL! Put down a secu. rity deposit on 2-bedroom, 2 bath Colonial Pointe Apartment before February 29, 1992, and s)3.ve $50 a month for
the first 12 months! Call for details, (407)
679-6061 .
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. Call DMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
Townhouse Bedrm2Bath Washer/Dryer
Very clean Available now 657-7598
Duplex 12238 East Cove Dr. 28/R 2
Bath $465/month Call 671-7832 !!!

FOR SALE
King size Oak Waterbed, New Mattress
& Heater. (8) Drawer Pedestal & Mirrored Headboard. Asking $500 OBO
Ph#275-9721
FOR SALE : Queen Mattress + Box
Spring; $50. Dresser, $20. 381-2176
Electronic Rowing Machine. Excellent
condition., Never used asking $70 or
best offer. Call 282-9216
Mobile Home 2 Wide 1985 3 Bedrooms
2 Baths Carport storage Central air Appl.
Pool By UCF $23,000 658-4936

I

M/F Roommate. 10 min . from UCF,
Howell Br.-Aloma Area. Private Room/
Bath, Walk-in Closet. Wash/Dryer, Microwave. Fenced Backyard, Lake
Nearby, Tennis Courts, QuieWery Comfortable $275mo 678-5719

I

Russ or Roger 407 330-0546 9am-5pm
CFI, CFll

10 Gal ($40) & 30 Gal ($50) TANKS
(OBO), includes gravel, fish, outside filter, hood, light, and more; 568-5409
Does your current security system bite?
Get a German shepherd , pit bull, and
general dog mix. Excellent guard for
enclosed area. Current shots. About 5
yr old. No high installation costs. FREE
TO A GOOD HOME. 381-2887
Beach Cruiser 10spd w/Lock, Queen
Size Futon Mattress, New 678-8428

RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from
3-?am $7 per hr Call 297-3715

TYPISTS

Make up to $5000/mo. or more recording video cassette tapes. FREE DETAILS! CALL TODAY! (813) 852-8837
(Ext JH 13)

i'l THORNTON DESIGN GROUP -ec
WORD PROCESSING-$3.00/page
DESKTOP PUBLISHING-$10/page &
up
Spellcheck -ec Proof Session
3 1/2 Diskette ~ Grammarcheck
Mastercard, Visa, or Check: 382-0190

STRAIGHT "A" NOTES & STUDY
GUIDES
If you are a top student & take
excellent notes & some extra money
then call 774-6768. We need students
in the following classes:
ADV4000,
ANT2003,
BOT2010,
BUL3111,
CCJ3010, CGS1060,
CGS3000, CHM2046, CHM2205,
CHM3210, CHS1440, CLP3143,
COM3311,
EC02013, EC03411,
EGN3365, EGN3613, EGS1111 ,
EXP3304, GE01200, HSC3593,
IOH1932,
MAN3025, MAN3504,
MAR3023, PCB3023, PC83063,
PHl2010,
PHY3048, PHY3053,
POS2041 ,
PSB3002,
PSC1512,
PSY2013, PSY2023, REL2300,
RTV3000 ,
SOP3772,
SPN1120,
SPN1121,
STA2014, STA3023 ,
SYG2000,
THE1020,
Z003733
NEEDED NOW!
Now considering well-groomed, energetic undergrad and postgrad students
to teach SAT Prep Course Call The Ivy
League 859-9309 Ask for Stacy Cook
THE COLORADO FONDUE
COMPANY
is opening a new restaurant in
Casselberry next to Goodings on Red
Bug and 436. All positions ar~ available. Call Mon-Fri 12:00-4:00pm 7678232
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfisheries. Earn $5,000+/month . Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. Male or Female. For
employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext 1381

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

LOW COSTWORD PROCESS SERVICE:
no jc:ib is too large or too small,
1-2 cents/word,
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS,
407-423-8078.

l

TUTORS
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300
SAT, ACT, GRE, GMATTUTORING
MORE SCORE LESS $$$ 249-2246
SPANISH TUTORING CALL MARIA
282-9872 BETWEEN 1 TO 3; AFTER t.
9PM ALSO WEEKENDS

PERSONALS

<.

•Michael

AUTOS
87 Honda Civic CRX 5Speed Stereo
Excellent Condition 71 K $3800
679-0893

366-0538

Highest Compensation/Best Benefits!
Help save endangered lives! Environmentalists and people who give a damn,
meet behind the Wild Pizza at Sam Sat
ReggaeJAM
Nov. 8 to help save Needle Palms. ,
~PRING BREAK JAMAICA
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega and · Accept no Imitations. We started the
the Arboretum
Jammin'! FREE Parties-Cheap food
from $254 ea. (800) "U" REG·
Campus Representative needed immeGAE..• $3 cocktails?-go cruisin at
diately. Highsmith Company, marketer
sea, $1 Red Stripes?:-go to Jamaica
of University supplies and equipment,
& feel IRIE!!! (800) 873-4423
needs student for campus representaSee a travel agent
tion, research and catalog distribution.
Call Market Research Department,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Highsmith Company, 414 563 9571.
CASS& MIMI

-SERVICES

-

*** WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc.

RESUME HOUSE-professional resume
development services by mail. Call 1·
800-637-9675 (extension 823).
Flying-Novice to Private Pilot License,
Complete course $1750 Intro Flight $29

B.F. Happy 21st! Are you ready for the
wildest time ever? I hope all your B-Day
Wishes Come True! S.O. ·

,.

CHRIS- A repeat performance @ Res
was all I could handle! Party movie@
Wild Pizza tonight "Animal House"-8pm.
Meet me! I can 't get enough of our encounters-you know where! •PAT

s,

i'

,N rune and address:
Receipt#:
Phone#:

D~
Spice 19> your wfmti1't
with a ~ta, rose, or
heartpr a $1.00 more.
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FREE THROWS

The Future Intramural B·Ball Polls 2/6

The final and most important
question pertains directly to myse]f,JamieJ ohnson, sportseditorof ·
this paper and writer of this column. Itisaquestion lhavefaced for
sometime and am finally prepared
to ask with humble boldness.
Kath y Kae lin, will you
marry me?

FROM PAGE 11
Then, of course, there are the
more important questions. What
do sportscasters do in the middle
of a ,game when they sud!I,enly
have to go to the bathroom? Enquiring minds want to know!

.}

Sports Quiz Answers
BASEBALL

"This was a typical first
game. The things that you expect to happen did, and the
Marrilla, in his first colle- things you don't expect to hapgiat e game, went 2 for 4 and. pen did," head coach Jay Bergscor ed a run.
man said.
The Knights' next action is
"I was a little nervous befo r e the game but once it in the annual Olive Garden
st arted and I got my first at- tournament at Kissimmee
bat, I settled down."
County Stadium. The Knights

FROM PAGE 12

'

will battle Univer sity of South
Florida Friday night , Ohio
State Saturday afternoon and
University of Southern California on Sunday.
"I'm very excited about the·
toumament,"Bergman said. "It
will be a chance to see how good
we really are and'get some players in the game a little."

----·----- iliiiiiiiiiiilililiiiilliiiiii~~~~~~~~~iiliiiiiiliiiiiliiiliiiimiiiiiliiiiiiliiiiiiiiiillliillij-,

WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT

TAN·FASTIQUE TANNING SALON
'·

.

,.,.

WHERE THE SUN ALWAYS S ffiNES!

Answers from Tuesday's Issue

WE ALSO DO:
•NAILS (ACRYLIC-GELS)!
•INFRA-SLIM BODY WRAP!
•EYEBROW & LEG WAXING!
REr;DY PLAZA- 10376 E. COLONIAL
MON-FRI a 30am-9pm SAT 9-spm SUN 12:oopm-5 :oopm

.282-6042
,......M-c....,..l-v1-SA....,..IA_M_E__,X1

IO VISITS Foa s2s.oo
(SIGN UP A FRI END AND GET 2 VISITS FREE)

&'e . r, &'au/and c1Jfar9 ·

r-FROM YOUR-FAMOuS:-FRiENiiLY. l
:
LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT
I
HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER:
1HP 95LX Palmtop PC HP 4ssx
WE srocK
1
® l
3®
SCIEITTIFIC
ALL4SSX
t with Lotus R - 2- R
EXPANDABLE
sooKs &
I
CALCULATOR
ACCESORIES
I
I
•Over 2100
I
built-in
I
functions
•
HP EquationI
\Vnter
I
app!icilt1on ,
I
11 PC

·
pou er 111
1

I
I
I
I
I

• Grilt.1h1cs

\'

•

ti!!' palm of your .hand

I
I
I ..-----------i
I
I
I

I
I

PLUS ALL OTHER HP
BUSINESS &SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATORS,
SUPPLIES & S5)FWARE.

integrilted

with
calculu~

rj,QI

a.'.:l.11

HEW LETT
PACKARD

: L----_-INT
_ E_RN
__. ATIONAL
·:
1 ~ Calculator & Computer 53li" 1
I
I

a:m

_

2916 Corrine.Drive
Orlando; FL 32803

9'b"

~

l

;

L------------------- ~
11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

Friday, February 7, 1992
at 7:30 PM (doors open at 6:30)

SOL

At the UCF ARENA

Jo.s-tplJt.s
Qtatl)o1 it QtlJuttlJ
~t.

STUDENT BLEACHER TICKETS-$12.50 (one ticket per ID)
Available at: UCF Kiosk (until 12:00 noon Feb 7th)
Also available at Park Avenue CD, Winter Park (until noon Feb 7th)
and at Sincerely Yours, Mary (in the Shoppes at Maitland-ti! noon Feb 7th)

1501 Alafaya Trail

Ticket Office at Arena opens at 1:00 PM on concert day (Feb 7th)
~

Satu rday Vigil Mass: 6: 00 P.M.

.

'~a.s>h th,at lwi.r t11aeWret"O. ttPl!.s> 'pf'f eo/'le Q/"ba.lfltle «1ol"lrl

0

- Sunday Masses:

8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
No Service Charges! For more info call : (407) 856-9000
presented by Ajara Productions, Inc. and Russ Russell Productions, Inc.

275-0841
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B-BALL
FROM PAGE 12
improved their record at the expense of
No. 8 Lambda Chi I (4-2, 3-2) in a 61-47
victory. P.J. Behr led the way with 23
points and 10 rebound, while Chris
Seilkop came away with 15 points and
six rebounds. No. 9 ATO .I (4-4, 2-3)
broke a three-game skid by edging No.
lOThump & Bump (4-5, 1-3), 60-57.
In the B League's Pegasus division,
the No. 1 Hurricanes (5-0) had no
trouble against WASP (2-3) in their
56-39 victory. After trailing the 'Canes
32-19, the W~Ps put on a 13-5 run in
six minutes to pull within a basket,
but the 'Canes topped their run with a
19-7 run during the rest of the second
half. Guards Alex Perez and Brian
Ballard came away with 19 points a piece.

The Running Rockheads (3-2) enter
the B League's Top 10 at No. -6 by outclassing SAE II (2-1), 54-33. Rockheads
forward Brian Williams scored all of his
18 points from three-point land. The
OlgaNets(2-3)improved their record by
killing off FIJI (0-3), 42-31. Jerry Cook
picked up 16 points in the win.
In the Knight divisiol), No. 3 Red
Card (5-1) put on a show in a 56-41
whipping_of FCA (3-2). Red Card forward Victor Pelt lit up the scoreboard
with 11 points while guards Rod
Bitterling and Paul Bruning scored 10
points each.
In the Fraternity di"ision, No. 7 TKE
improved their record to 4-1 after beating
No. 10 Delta Tau Delta, 53-42. TKE guard
John Neighbor led the scoring with 18
points and forward Frank Schumaker had
14 points and 12 rebounds

In the Women's League, The No. 2 Yel- Oth£rScores:
low Rose (3-1, 3-0 independent) suffered ALeague-No.5SigmaChiid.DSP,58-29
their:firstlossofthe season at the hands of No.3D0Cd.No.10Thump&Burnp,91-50
the No. 4Bulls(3-0, 2-0sorority)in a24-18 No. 6 Quicksilver II d. Warriors, 65-45
bIDn-burner.Aftertrailing16-12inthe:first No.1 KAPsi d. Sig Ep I, 67-53
half, Bulls center Karen Richter scored No.4ChosenFewd.PiSlammaJamma,54-34
eight key points in a 12-2 run during the No. 9 ATO I d. PIKE I, 59-45
second half. Richter would finish with 16 Mo Better d. ROTC, 37-26
No. 8 Lambda Chi Id Undertaker, 55-47
points and 10 rebounds.
"It's almost funny," said captain Jen- BLeague-No.2MegaMix6d.C:MB,57-47
<)
nifer Blackwell, ''because we didn't go Super B-Boyz d AKPsi, 59-15
out there with any set routine or any- No.5AWAd. 7Dwarfs, 73-33
thing, but we did have more physical Hotshots d. 4 Him (forfeit)
- No. 4 Sigma Chi II d. Kappa Sigma, 66-30 c..
ability than the other team."
The B-Ball Rejects (3-1, 2-1) claimed PIKE II d. No. 9 Lambda Chi II, 4846
the No. 1 position after beating the No. Sig Ep II d. Acacia, 46-31
8 Zetas (2-2, 2-1), 45-13, by using a Women'sdifferent game plan - .starting five No. 7 Dirty Dozen d. Delta Gamma, 47-8
people on the court for the first time. No. 6 Tri-Delta d. No. 9 BAD (forfeit)
Tiffany Schreiner had a career-high of No. 3 SEXY d. Pi Phi (forfeit)
No.5FCALadiesd.No.10KappaDelta,55-11 ' '
24 points and seven rebounds.
-- -------
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: "Valentines Day Feburuary 14th" :

TENNIS
·FROM PAGE 12
before the championships, both
against Jacksonville. But this is
also the first year the teams will
have uniforms.
Falkenberg has· an optimistic
outlook for the season.
"They're supposed to do better than last yea~,'' Falkenberg
said. "They had a losing record
last year, but we should be
able to break .500. We can have
a better year with more depth
than last year."
Falkenberg plans to send
both teams to the conference
championships.
"They have tremendous potential to do excellently in the conference," Falkenberg said. "We're not
expected to do well based on the
fact that four seniors graduated;
buttheycouldbethesleeperinthe
Sun Belt Conference."
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"WITH CLASSES AND A
PART~TIME JOB I DESERVE
A PAID VACATION:'

"And UPS agrees. That's one of the
reasons I work there. But they do a lot
more than pay me to take time off. I make
almost $10,000 a year working part-time
for about 4 hours a day. That's great pay
for a full-time student.
"The benefits don't stop there, either.
I get paid holidays, medical and dental benefits, even a student loan if
I need one. I got to pick morning,
afternoon or evening shifts. I work in
Operations, but some students work in
Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S.
and Customer Service.
"If you want to make money while you
study and when you travel, check out
UPS. Find out how it feels to go away
and come back to a paych~ck."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, s,ee your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F
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Sports questions of donuts,,boxing, neckties and rnaniage
•

- Jamie Johnson

tute, where he is serving five to 10 years for arson.
Many of the letters we get are more personal. Our
women's basketball writer, Jenny Duncanson, often
receives fan mail from young gentlemen who have
become infa'.tuated with her. When we informed the
young men, ranging from four to five years in age, that
Dw1canson and Dunkin' Donuts are ofno relation, the
letters quit coming in. Fap.s can be so fickle. ,
Perhaps the most often asked questions regards the
appearance of each of our writers. I told Dave Meadows,
my a8sistant sports editor,just the other day that it was
obvious that the strength of our writing was attracting a
good number of young ladies on this campus due to our
poetic abilities and savoir faire. Dave keeps bringing up
the fact that all the letters are coming from one guy in
Bithlo who is still angry that we left his picture out of our
1992 Orange County Distance Spitting Championships
Preview. Dave can be such a downer sometimes.

FREE THROWS
\

,

•

There are many of you out there in Readerland who
spend great deals of your time trying to figure out
exactly where the staff of this sports page were able to
pick up the amazing writing and reporting abilities we
show off in this section. We are often bombarded with
letters asking just such questions.
One reader, for instance, recently wrote: "Hey
Jamie, thanks for all your help and the usefulness of
the section you and your staff are putting out. I
haven't really seen your,amazing writing and reporting abilities, but I do find your pages to be a perfect
compliment to what I do for a living."· Our editor in
chief was alarmed that the lad who wrote this touching letter wrote from the Sumter Correctional Insti-

We appreciate your letters and your stimulating
questions; however, we have some of our own that we
would like to share with you. Think them over. Go out
'
/
and walk your dog and then call us up or walk up to us
atound campus and give us your answers.
Let's start out with some scientific queries. How exactly does New York Knicks head coach Pat Riley
get the knot on his tie so dam tight? Look at the thing
the next time you watch a Knicks game. The man's
greatest ability may not be in coaching.
Anotheris,howcouldanysaneyoungmanactuallychoose
to go into a career like boxing? Who do these guys look to as
role models? Muhammad Ali has about as much going on in
his head as, well, Larry Holmes, or, hey, Mike Tyson! The
whole profession is filled with the carcasses of once literate
men who now register little to nothing on CAT scans.
FREE THROWS continued page 9
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'92 a year of change for UCF tennis team
First-year coach Falkenberg headslist of.new faces .
by Jenny Duncanson
STAFF REPORTER

The new year brings a good
number of changes and challenges·to the UCF tennis team.
The primary change is the
initiation of a new head coach,
Gail Falkenberg She came to ·
UCF In August and will be at
the helm for both the men's
and women's teams.
Two new assistants will also be
making their debut appearance.
Chris Pearson is a volunteer assistant who played for Michigan
State. He is also a USPrA certified professional instructor.
"We are very fortunate to
have him," Falkenberg said.
The other volunteer assistant
is Kirn Evans, a former instructor at Peter Burwash Tennis
Academy, which Falkenberg
called a ve.ry prestigious school.
Evans will be in charge ofcharting the matches for the players;
a very important asset according to Falkenberg.
The men's team lost four
players to graduation and the
previous coach did n.ot do much
recruiting. So Falkenberg
made that her top priority since
)

Hanne Riksheim, a senior from Norway, will lead the
UCF_lady's tennis team in 1992. (Charles K. Morrow/~UTUREl ·

coming to Orlando.
Robb Chamberlain.
"I have been very successful
The girls team has seven ~
inrecruiting,"Falkenbergsaid. members. The captain is seAmongherrecruitsisEricBerg, nior Hanne Riksheirn, who
aseniortransferfrornOhioState. hails from Norway.
The other senior is Georgia
Berg was ranked 13th on the
Peruzovie. Peruzovie transnation's Amateur Circuit.
Another recruit is Wayne ferred to UCF from the UniBrodrick. He recently moved versi.ty of North Florida and is
here from South Africa, where originally from Croatia.
There is one junior on the
he was one of the top ranked
junior players.
squad, Andrea Voges, who
Falkenberg also brought in transferred from Indian River
Andres Arecco from Palomar Community College.
Junior College in California. He
Dina Caputa and Kristin
was highly ranked as a junior Ragsdale are both sophomores
both in California and Brazil.
who played last year. Michele
There are two returning se- Plant is also a sophomore but
niors on the squad who will serve was injured last season. She
as the co-captains for th~ team, sprained her ankle early in this
MarkSuttonandToddBurrows. season but is expected to be
There is one returning junior, playing soon.
Finishing off the team is
Brian Williams, who is comirig
off ofknee surgery in December. Elisabeth Granquist, a freshThe one otherretumeris sopho- man fl_"om Norway.
more David Goldfalb.
The tennis team will join
Other players include Ja- other UCF sports in the newly ,
son Bradstreet, a sophomore formed Sun Belt Conference.
who transferre~ from Florida _ But because of the low budgets
State and Brian Horne, a fresh- for the tennis teams, UCF will •
man from Michigan. Round- onlyplaytwoconferencematches
ing out the team will be two
walk-ons, David Bailey and
TENNIS continued page 1O

Mottola b;lasts ·UCF past
FIT in bottom of ninth

Upsets abound
in intramurals

by Jason Lesko

STAFF REPORTER

been in position to win the game in the
first place," Mottola said.
Growing up and playing baseball,
Jimmy Still, the Knights' (1-0) ace ·
kids often dream about what it is like pitcher, had a rocky outing, giving up
to hit a homerun in the bottom of the four runs in four innings.
ninth -inning .to win the game, touchFIT (0-1) jumped on the board first
ing homeplate and having the entire when Mike Hannon popped up to the
team surround them as the fans ex- left fielder, drivingin Brian Facterman.
· plode with applause.
Still managed to hold FIT scoreless
The University of Central Florida for the next two innings despite having
Baseball Stadium became a place the bases loaded twice.
where childhood dreams come true.
During the forth inning, Still got
Stepping up to the plate in the r.ocked for three runs when he gave up
bottom of the ninth inning with the ·a bases loaded triple to Panther third
score tied, Knight right fielder Chad baseman Scott Brown.
"I just need to get innings under my
Mottola hit a dramatic homerun that
traveled415feetand towered over the belt. I feel rusty now, but I will graducenter field fence to give the Knights a ally get it back," Still said.
7-6 come-from-behind victory against
·"Our main goal was to get a number
the Florida Institute of Technology of pitchers an inning or two today,"
Sunday.
pitching coach Mike Maack said.
·"I was having a horrible day so far,
The Knights also put freshman Mike
and all I wanted to do was get things Halperin, sophomore Jason Schlutt,
started by simply putting the bat on junior Jules Van Landuyt, sophomore
the ball," Mottola said.
, Joe Wagner and senior Anthony Laszaic
Although Mottola won the game for on the hilL
the Knights, the biggest factor was
"Over all I thought our pitching was
pinch hitter Paul Carpresso, who in . -pretty good, we just made typical firsthis first at-bat for UCF hit a bullet to game mistakes. We always stayed in
the right centei: field wall in the sixth tough," Maack said.
with the bases juiced and drove in
Winning pitcher Anthcmy Laszaic,
three runs, tying the score at four a corningoffshouldersurgerythatforced
piec~.
him to miss the entire 1991 season,
Carapresso proved that he could came in with bases loaded in the sevbeat the opposing team with both his enth inning and worked out of the jam
bat and glove. With the potential tying and got Joe Wagner off the hook.
run on third base, Carapresso dug out
"Missing last year, I was pulling my
a low throw from third baseman Ty hair out of my head in frustration. It
Lynch, saving the run.
feels so good now to be back," Laszaic
"Paul is the real star of the game. If said.
it wasn't for him, we wouldn't have
Lead-off hitter Ty Lynch, 'who went

Harris Ahmed

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Paul Carapresso burns FIT for a
run Sunday. (Michael OeHoogtFUTURE)
3-4 at the plate, sta'r ted UCF's scoring
by hitting a 397-footer over the right
field fence in the fifth inning.
Each inning the Knights threatened
to score but fell short each time. The
largest threat was during the forth
inning when freshman left fielder Todd
Tocco struck out with bases loaded.
"I was pleased with the way we
played, we stayed tough and didn't
give up and kept creeping closer and
closer every inning," Maack said.
"We had a lot of chances to score,
but we couldn't capitalize," freshman
center fielder Tony Marrilla said.
BASEBALL continued page 9

TRIVIA ANSWERS page 9

Week four ofthe Intramural Basketball
season opened and ended with new teams
topping the polls after some major upsets.
In the A League, The DOCs (4-1
overall, 4-0 independent), fell to No. 3 ~
after dropping their first game of the
season to No. 5 Sigma Chi I (6-1, 4-1),
-'- 50-43. After a 27-27 halftime tie, the "-)
Sigma Chi's not only held DOC guard
Eddie Foster to no points in the first
halfbutwouldforceforwardsRonJohnson and David Rhodes to foul out of the
game, rendering DOC helpless in the
closing minutes.
'We changed defenses on 'em during the
second half," said Sigma Chi coach Steve
Cassel. "It took a lot of high-percentage
shooting in the game." Sigma Chi's Matt "•
Samples led the charge with 22 points.
With that loss, KappaAlphaPsi (6-0, 5-0)
claimed the No.1 spot outright after outrun- r.
ning No. 6 Quicksilver II (6-2, 4-0), 6545.
Kappa guard chalked up 24 points and nine
rebounds while center Anthony Haynes ti
picked up 15 ofbis 21 pointsfrom three-point
range along with 10 rebounds.
''Basically, we·wanted t.o play really good ('
defense and cause a lot of turnovers t.o get
some easy baskets," Parker said "Me and
Anthony were shooting from the outside,
which helped a lot."
In other news, No. 4 Chosen Few (6-0,
5-0) remained unbeaten after beating up
on Sig Ep I (2-3, 2-2) in a 61-42 runaway. f
Guard Jermaine Gibbs racked up 23
points and four rebounds while center
Bill Floyd scored 15 points and pulled
down 10 boards. No. 2 SAE I (6-1, 4-1)
B-BALL continued page 1O
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Heller, th~ tnan behind the phrase
by Bill Cushing

~ I dop't ~ow very many people who have added
words to language, and he's one ofthem,".said Stephen
Becker ofUCF's English department as he acknowledged the impact of Joseph Heller as a writer.
to stay in the marketplace
Heller is the third author to appear for
UCFs Distinguished Writer series. He
.....
long enough to be finally
noticed. The book's publi- ·· ::;;k;;l+:::'· · ·
wasscheduledtoappearl\1ondayeven.ing
cation at the same time ;{;~L.·):
buthad to cancel. The English departmen
that anti-war sentiments ·'\ .'. ='"::'··
hopes he will be able to speak in three or
were growing in this counfour weeks.
try gave it a large and popuHeller, bom in 1923, was one of
lar audience.
three children and grew up in the
Based loosely on his own
Jewish-Italian section of Brooklyn's
Coney Island.
observations and experiJoining the Anny Air Corps aft.er
ences in WW II, its title was
graduating from-high school, he flew 60
derived from article 15 ofthe
Uniform Code of Military
missions as a bombardier in the Italian
Justice. The phrase "Cat.ch
campaign during World War II. After
22"has since become a reguleavingthe annedforces, Heller attended
lar
part ofthe American verNew York University, _later earning a
.
nacular
which indicates a
, master's degree from Colwnbia Univer"damned-if-you-do-damned
sity and then studying literature as a
Fulbright scholar at Oxford.
if your don't" situation.
Since then, Heller has
He began writing short stories with
published many novels
some success, and one, "Castle ofSnow/'
was published in ''The Best Short Stothat use a gallows type of .:-: :.-.::~!,~~iY::T
ries of 1949."
Although he enjoyed
considerable success as a
humor in
"I don't know
short story writer, he con"Good as Gold," "God
siders his early work to
where it comes Knows" and "Picture
have been largely derivaThis," the work Becker
tive of the writers he adreviewed.
mired, particularly Ernest
from, what
"He had done a very
Hemingway and Irwin
good review of my book,"
Shaw. He was, he exmotivates me." Heller said, citing his
plained looking at the
knowledge ofthe UCFproworld through their eyes
fessor as one of the main reasons he
rather than his own.
agreed to visit. "Plus, my wife has
"It took awhile before I found my
very good friends in the area and is a
competence," he said. He views writvery good tourist."
ing like any other talent from athletic
Heller has published one nonficto artistic.
tion piece, "No Laughing Matter,"
"When I was very young, I turned
which came from his experience as a
to writing," he said. "I don't know
victim ofGuillain-Barre
where it comes from, what motivates
syndrome,. a virus that
me. I would suspect you were imaffects the central nerpelled to write."
vous system and results
In 1961, his novel "Catch 22" was
in full or partial paralypublished in hardcover. While it resis. The disease is anceived meager critical notice for some
other connection that
time, the timing of its release helped it
the two men share.
The title of his personal-experience book
is ironic in that Heller
is known as a writer
who utilizes humor to
a great extent in conveying his message.
It is not because he
considers himselfparticularly funny, however.
Rather, he employs
humor as a setting
since he feels that his
powers of description
or characterization are
his weak points. His

'fi~~~I~~~:. ';~;:';;~:
strengths in writing, he insists, are
in depicting the farcical aspects of
either people or circumstances. He
cites "Good as Gold" and "Picture
This'~ as good examples.
And that viewpoint should come in
handy for his newest novel, "The Day
Bushwft."
A situational book dealing with the
announcement by President Bush that
he is resigning, an excerpt from it was .
published June 4, 1990 in the Nation.
The excerpted portion is predominantly dialogue, a format Heller is
very effective with, and works on

two levels, using visiting
members of the cabinet and
Senate to depict the overall
national horror at the prospect of Dan Quayle becoming the Chief Executive and
an old friend named Charlie
as a surrogate for the American citizen. One cannot escape the feeling that Charlie's
questions and responses reflect those Heller would expect from himself.
He admits that while he
never projects himself in any
primary roles or as a narrator, he does appear as a secondary character or foil.
"It's going to be a long book,"
Heller said. He does not know
when the work is expected to
be completed.
"It's coming along. The
novel will probably come out
after Bush is gone. It's going
to be a long book. It's up to
three of four subjects now."
One of the interesting aspects of the wor.k is in hear. ing Bush admit to shifting
political positions in order
to gain advantage to the confusion ofboth his opponents
and his friends. It is that
type of behavior that was recentlynotedinastorypublished
in the Washington Post Weekly.
"I think that, just occasionally, I
have some increased insight," Heller
said in response to that coincidence.
While Heller has denied ever being
"gravely affected" by the incidents he
writes about, he conceded that writers
must be familiar with their prospective material.
Unlike many novelists, Helle\
doesn't believe in taking time off between projects.
"I would take a year off, enjoy the
success of a novel," he said. "But once
the reviews taper off, rm back to work."
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'Times Squared ,'Eric Leeds baffle musical classification;
Luaka Bop rhythmically scratches musical, ethnic itch
through the talents of flutistsaxophonist Eric Leeds.
Leeds' albwn, Times Square.d,
is part of Warner Brothers'
Paisley Park Records,

~~,';,~a'!:;i;!~~r ~et~i~ .

Then there is the salsa sound
of"Easy Does It."
"Kenya" reminds one ofthe
earlier Bob James work with a
reldted theme, "Ivory

,, Co:;:while "Times

~ection of Prince.

~\;,".,. . -.·:· i.:r
Prince also appears as · ·. ·· ,:,,.
a co-writer on a nwnber · .t
oftunes.AnotherPrince- ·_ .. .....:::..:.:..
influenced performer, Sheila E.,
• Times Squared
as a guest performer.
Artist: Eric Leeds
Leeds work is a strange
Producer: Alan Leeds
blend that almost defies the
(with Prince and Eric Leeds)
label jazz yet can hardly be
Label: Warner Bros.
placed under any other.
The first piece, "Lines," has
After spending quite a bit of
time dominating the pop world, a sound heavily influenced by
Prince seems to be moving into keyboardistZawinulofWeather
the world of jazz and doing it Report.

t<

Squared" sounds like
an extension of and a
variation on Herbie
. .-, Hancock's Grammywinning song "Rocket"
.
"Once Upon A Time" has a
mellow sound that seems .to
blendHubertLawswithDavid
Sanbourn, and so on.
Where' can one place this album?
It should be driving record
retailers crazy.
- Bill Cushing
.':- .

0

.·.

ter albwn offerings in that genre
now on the market.
Subtitled 'To Scratch That
Itch," this albwn, collected by both
DavidBryneandYale Evelev, represents music from Cuba, Brazil,
and even England, with several
tunes from Bryne himself
The work opens with aprogres-·
sive-pop number, "A Love From
Outer Space," from an artist fittingly named A R Kane. Jorge
• A Luaka Bop: Roots, Rock Ben's political folk song
and Rhythm
''Umbabarawna," a songthat was
Artists: varied
'recently set to an amazing aniProducers: varied
mated video work, follows. ·
Label: Sire
Then the Renaissance man
of rock himself, David Bryne,
With a renewed interest in appears with "Dirty Old Town,"
Hispanic music, this new Sire the first oftwo musical offerings
compilation offers listeners a
good sampler of some ofthe betReviews continued page C4
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. Sometimes to do your best work,
all you need IS achange of scenery
The new Apple®Macintosh ~ PowerBook™ computers
give you the freedom _to work anywhere you want, any
.time you want.
They're small enough to fit in a book bag. Powerful
enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're
affordable, too.
They run virtually all Macintosh software. And can
run for up to three hours on a single battery charge.
They can be expanded to up to 8MB of memory and
· come standard with plenty of hard disk storage.
The Apple SuperDrive™ disk drive reads from and
writes to Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks-

. allowing you tO exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer. Add SoftPC and
you can run MS-DOS programs, too .
With ouilt-in AppleTaJk<E Remote Access software
and a modem, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve
files from your project partner's Macintosh without
leaving the library. Or log on to the library computer
without leaving your room.
There are three models from which to choose:
the PowerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable
PowerBook, the PowerBook 140 offers higher

(

performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrive disk drive,
and the PowerBook 170 is the highest-performance
.PowerBook. Ali three offer ~>right, adj ustable backlit
screens and the simplicity of Apple's latest system
software.innovation-System 7. And their ergonomic.
al]-jn-one design makes them comfortable to useno matter where you do your best work.
See the PowerBook computers at our place today,
and while you're in, be sure to ask us for details about
the Apple Computer loan.
There's no telling where a PowerBook could
take you.

It's the next thing.
For further information visit UCF Computer Sales Office
in our_ new location next to the Biology Building .
Open Mon-Thurs 8:30am-4:30pm .and Fri· 8:30am-4:00pm
or call Michael Pridemore at 823-;434
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Madonna, doughnut store employee; Ozzy Osbourne,
New Kids On The Block slaughterhouse worker (big
are caught up in the latest lip- surprise!); Sinead O'Connor,
syncing special. A former pro- singing kiss-o-gram French
ducer of the group claims that Maid...
The New Kids .sang less than
The new Michael Jackson
20 percent of all the vocals on video for the song "Remember
the-Hanging Toitgh,album. A the Time" was directed byJohn
spokesman for the group Singleton of Boyz In The
harshly denies the The Kids Hood fame. Celebrities with
didn't sing. What would Milli cameos in the video include
Vanilli think?...
Eddie Murphy, Iman and
Entertainment Weekly has- Magic Johnson ...
published a list of musicians
Watching
Billboard,
and what they used to do for a George Michael & Elton
living. Here's a peek: Eri~ JohnhaveaNo.1 hitwiththe
Clapton, construction worker; remake of John's own "Don't
DAVID J. SHOULBERG
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Let The Sun Go Down On Me."
The original version peaked at
No. 2 in 19? 4. Competition for
the No. 1 slot will be fierce next
week with challenges from
Shanice, Prince and Right
Said Fred.
Garth Brooks may have
lost his No. 1 album status to
Nirvana but he is one of the
few artists ever to have two
albums in the top 5...
New albums on the shelves,
Ce Ce Peniston, Finally;
Buckwheat Zydeco, On
Track; Midge Ure, Pure;Ellis
Marsalis, Heart ofGold; Luka
Bloom, Acoustic Motorbike ... -
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New Kids pop more bubbles, notes

I

Boobs for . The Performing aJ fine Arla
Trndilion11l Coffee House
Rchear.snl ~tudio.s
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Saye time
preparing
for the CLAST!
B~y...

.

tting
eady
for the
CLAST ~~~~fon
Reading, Writing,

Essay,

Mathematics

The authors, Florida community
college English, reading, and
math i11structors for more than
20 years each, contributed to the
development of the CLAST test
and wrote the first gencrallyavailable CLAST prep book. .
·You'll discover where you need
help and you'll get the help you
need. This concise text includes
insh:uction and sample tests
crcaleq using the latest stale
CLAST specifications. It's only
$8.95. Ask for it at your
bookstore today.
H&H Publishing
Company, Inc.
Your Florida
CLAST Connection.
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'~ DISCO~NT

FROMPAGEC2
on this album. Byrne has always been an enigma in music,
who incorporated African
rhythms with an incisive sensibilityto conceive Talking Heads.
Now, as a writer and producer,
he has left his mark on American music, north and south, to
such an e~tent that he was featured on the cover of the latest
issue of Pulse magazine.
. His other tune is the closing
number, a club mix of "Make
Believe Mambo."
Many of the tunes featured
here have already been on several of Bryne's earlier ''Brazii
Classics" series, makingthisalso
a sort of greatest hits type of
thing. There is very little on this
album that should disappoint
its listeners, certainly nothing I
·
could discern.
There is a smattering of all
types ofmusic here- from acoustic to fully orchestrated - and
although some have Afro-Cuban
influences while others come under the new category of "World
Music," all have the common
thread of their Hispanic roots.
Some of the artists are well
established in theirnative countries, such as Cuba's Silvo
Rodriquez ("Nuestro Terna") or
Conjunto Rumbavana (''No Me
Llores").
"0 Fole Roncou" from Brazilian Luiz Gonzaga successfully
blends percussion, guitar and
accordion into a nifty little number not unJike a South American version ofour own country's
.zydeco style.
Likewise, check out Jack
Dangers' "Ava," a "Nu Wage
Remix" of a song that reminds
one ofa mix ofWang Chung and
Sergei Rachmaninoff. Or give a
listen to A R. Kane's return
with "Miles Apart."
One of the better points about
this album, besides the fact that
all the musicians contained are
first rate, is its smooth blend of
styles. In addition, the liner notes
contain information about both
the contributors and their music
alongwith the album covers ofthe
original works featured.
All in al~ ALuakaBop is a fine
collection for those with a fondness for international music,· or
just good music in general
-Bill Cushing
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PET CENTER
"IF WE CAN'T GET IT ... NOAH DIDN'T BRING IT ... "

We're Proud To Announce
Our "New Addition"

Rats ......... $1 QQ (2 or more)
All Saltwater Fish ...... $1 ~

Name: Oviedo Office

(.

(with additonal purchases required)

Date of "Birth": Fall 1991

657-0747

Address: Suite 202, 1410 W. Broadway Street

Now a Discount Outlet Store
up to 30% off everyday

Phone: 366-9195
Attending Physicians:
Robert T. Hoover, MD
Frederick A. Hoover, MD
Louis Stern, MD ·
Gary J. Jimenez, MD
Howard D. Schechter, MD
John Serrao, MD

<.

at Goldenrod & University in the Kmart Plaza, East Orlando

r-----------------~--,

·

Distinguishing Characteristics:
• Complete 08/GYN care, including infertility,
surgery, menopause, osteoporosis, high-risk
obstetrics and female urinary incontinence
• Participation in most HMO and PPO programs

Free

·

:

Bagel Sandwich

I

(with purchase of a Bagel sandwich of equal or greater value)

I
I
I
I
I

Across from UCF
University

Hours
8-5 Mon - Sat :
9-2 Sun
I

N.Y Style Fresh Bagels

I
I

~--------------------~
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FLORIDA R.EGION.
MINORITY
INTERNSHIP

~

STATE FARM

.•.

SUMMER PROGRAM

INSURANCE
'

'

I.

Not good with any other discounts or specials
expires 2-12-92

249-4003

\

f ®~

I

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES

A NON-SALES POSITION

PURPOSE:
The State Farm Insurance Companies have a Summer Internship Program which is aimed at:

*
*

*

Providing minority college students, completing th~ir JUNIOR year, opportunity to work and gain business exposure in the
insurance industry.
Giving meaningful summer employment to student interns plus an opportunity ~o save money for fall schooling.

<

Allow State Farm management C\nd the intern to examine mutual interest in future career employment with State Farm.

SELECTION OF INTERNS:

PROGRAM CONTENT:

Candidates completing their junior year will be selected for
the intern program in cooperation with various college placement directors and faculty members. Interviews will be held
on campus. Or, candidates may apply directly to Slate
Farm's Regional Office. Selection will be based on credentials and interests of the applicants.

The interns will receive an orientation to State Farm and
the insurance industry. They will obtain on the job training
similar to that of an insurance claim adjuster and become
familiar with their department's role. within the company.

,.

COMPENSATION:
LOCATION AND LE~GTH OF PROGRAM:

The interns will receive approximately $10.45 an hour.
This figure will increase with increases in the consumer

Interns will work in State Farm's various claims offices
located in Central and South FJ.orida, beginning early June
and concluding mid-August or later depending on
availability.

price inde~.
(

If you are interested in applying for any of the·following areas, please sign up in the career
resource center for an interview appointment for the appropriate date.
Cocoa, Delray, Ft. Pierce, Jupiter, Lakeland, Melbourne,
West Palm· Beach ,° Cape Coral, Port Charlotte, Ft. Myers
Bradenton, Naples, Tampa, Ft. Lauderdale, Sarasota, Coral Reef, Miami, or Tamarac

Fred Rhoda
February 14

St. Petersburg, Clearwater, Ocala, Gainesville, Daytona and
Orlando

Yvette Griffin
February 20

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES

3425 Lake Alfred Road • Winter Haven, Florida • 33888

r.
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